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SIMON IS IN HOG HEAVEN. . . ISN'T HE? 
 
 A fifty-three-year-old architect with a "tragic sense of brick," Simon takes a year's 
sabbatical from his job and his marriage and moves to New York. The apartment he sublets is 
spacious and empty, so when he meets three gorgeous lingerie models -- half his age and a little 
down on their luck -- at a Lexington Avenue bar, it seems perfectly natural to invite them to 
move in. The situation, they point out, "has the structure of a male fantasy." Simon's houseguests 
prove to be surprisingly perceptive and intelligent, but they are each a little lost, struggling to find 
their way in that difficult city. Simon, by turns doting and inattentive, tempted and horrified, 
offers them his skewed philosophies of life and love. Privately, he mourns his age, his stalled 
career, his diminishing sexual prowess, and the inevitable day when the women will leave him. 
 In the quirky, inimitable style that has always characterized Donald Barthelme's work, 
Paradise is a bawdy, optimistic, and provocative tale of lives meshing in a quixotic world. 
 
"A wry meditation, comic and melancholy. . . A charming book" -- Newsweek 
 
"Paradise is Barthelme's sunniest, mellowest and most entertaining book. He has fixed his eye on 
the aging, urban man and liberated woman, noted their frailties, the dreadful chaos of their lives, 
and smiled." -- People 
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 AFTER the women had gone Simon began dreaming with new intensity. He dreamed that 
he was a slave on a leper island, required to clean the latrines and pile up dirty-white shell for the 
roads, wheelbarrow after wheelbarrowful, then rake the shell smooth and jump up and down on it 
until it was packed solid. The lepers did not allow him to wear shoes, only white athletic socks, 
and he had a difficult time finding a pair that matched. The head leper, a man who seemed to be 
named Al, embraced him repeatedly and tried repeatedly to spit in his mouth. He dreamed that 
his wife, Carol, had driven a large bus, a Metro bus filled with people, into the front of his 
building. It was not her fault, she told him, a Japanese man who had not had exact change when 
he got on the bus, in fact had asked her to change a fifty-dollar bill and had, moreover, insisted 
that she stuff nine fives into little envelopes printed with colorful out-of-register scenes from the 
Bible for his First Presbyterian contributions over the next nine Sundays, was the true culprit. 
Simon woke early, five o'clock and six o'clock, cracked new bottles of white wine and smoked 
tasteless Marlboro Light 100s and wondered what to do next. 
 He put all the extra beds in one room, the room Anne had had toward the front of the 
house. Stacked on top of one another they looked like a means test for a princess. He bought a 
new plant, a gold-flecked acuba, and a pot for it at Conran's, a glazed off-white ceramic number. 
He cleaned the refrigerator, throwing out seven half-full containers of Dannon Strawberry and 
Dannon Blueberry as well as four daikon in various stages of reduction. They did love salads. He 
added the remains of an osso buco, capers and red wine, to his dark roiling sauce base. He found 


